Rainbow
Palette

burnt orange

emerald

bermuda

french blue

red plum

viva violet

sunshine

buttercup

hibiscus orange

frog spear red

vintage crimson

cherry cherry red

blue plum

grass green

jade

lavender

tsunami blue

blush

Rainbow Ware

PLATES

Platters
Dinner
Salad
Bread
Saucer

You may wish to order a place setting in a single color, or a combination of colors. We have found the easiest way to select colors
is to choose your favorites and then use them mixed or matched.
These pieces also mix well with any of our fruit plates or other
decorated pieces.

.................... 14” and 16”
........................... 10 3/4”
..................................9”
................................. 7”
................................. 6”

CUPS

BOWLS

Dessert .......... 6”x 2” ............. 12 ounces
Soup .............. 8 1/4”x 2 1/4” .... 20 ounces
Rice ............... 7 1/2”x 4” ........ 28 ounces
Med Serv ....... 9 1/2”x 4” ........ 2 quarts
Large Serv ...... 11”x 5” ............ 3 quarts
Med Pasta ...... 12 3/4”x 2 1/2” .. 2 1/2 quarts
Large Pasta ..... 20”x 3 1/2” ....... 10 quarts

Large Cup ....... 4 1/4”x 3 3/4” ... 16 ounces
Tumbler ......... 3 1/4”x 5 3/4” ... 12 ounces
Tea Bowl ........ 3”x 3” ............. 8 ounces
“J” Cup ........... 3 1/4”x 3 1/4” .... 10 ounces
“A” Cup.......... 3 1/4”x 4 1/4” .... 12 ounces
“J” Cup Tea Bowl 3 1/4”x 3 1/4” .... 10 ounces

Rainbow

Single Fruit

grapefruit

cherry

half grapefruit

plum

raspberry

peach

pomegranite

fig

mango

pear

apricot

orange

bananas

strawberry

blackberry

kiwi

apple

half apple

Fruit Ware
CUPS

Large Cup ...... available in mixed fruit or single fruit designs
Med Cup ........ available in mixed fruit only
Tumbler ......... scattered cherry design only
“J” Cup ........... available in mixed fruit only
“J” Cup Tea Bowl ......... scattered cherry design only

PLATES

BOWLS

Platters .......... mixed fruit, passion fruit or blackberry
Dinner ........... any single or mixed fruit design
Salad ............. any single or mixed fruit design

Dessert .......... any single fruit
Soup .............. mixed fruit design only
Rice ............... scattered cherries only
Med Serv ....... mixed fruit only
Large Serv ...... mixed fruit only
Med Pasta ...... mixed fruit only
Large Pasta ..... mixed fruit only
Measurements and volumes for the Fruit Ware are equivalent to the dimensions listed on the Rainbow Ware page.

Rainbow Creatures
The list below contains figurative motifs
which can used to decorate most of our dinnerware

Water Creatures ........... colorful fancy fish, fresh water turtles,
fish, frogs, lizards, rainbow trout, sea turtles, tadpoles, tree frogs,
tropical fish, soft shelled turtles, and more.

Flowers ........ California poppies, irises, daturas, nasturtiums, tulips, etc.
Animals ...... cats, dogs, a cat and frog, a dreaming cat, horses, mice,
rabbits, pigs, a walrus, and a long haired cat reclining.

Birds ........... blue jays, blue birds, cardinals, chickadees, goudian
finches, gold finches, gray tits, hens and chicks, house finches, western
tanagers, humming birds, meadow larks, nuthatches, and roosters.

Small and Medium Cups

Insects ........ beetles, butterflies, dragonflies, lady bugs, and more.

Tumblers

Large Cups

Figurative Ware

Dinner and Salad Plates

Dessert Bowls, Large and Medium Serving Bowls

Platters

Patterns
Latilla

Saturn Rings

Available on all of our
plates, cups, and bowls.
It comes in yellow,
orange, blue, red,
white, bermuda,
purple, and emerald
with a black rim.
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SATURN RING COLORS

EMERALD

Saturn Ring Ware is painted with two complimentary colors that
create a vibrant place setting. The colors used for these pieces
can be selected using the list below. The pair of color combinations can be easily reversed at your request. For example, a plate
with a light tsunami edge and buttercup yellow center can be
reversed into a plate accented with a buttercup yellow edge and a
light tsunami center.
Outer edge color of
plates, bowls, and cups

Nasturtiums on Buttermilk
Pecos Charm

Light Tsunami
Grass Green
Red Plum
Blue Plum
Bermuda
Burnt Orange

Inside of color of
plates, bowls, and cups
with
with
with
with
with
with

Buttercup Yellow
Hibiscus Orange
Emerald Green
Frog Spear Red
Crimson
French Blue

Teapots

Whimsical Teapots
Available in a variety of figurative designs as well as
rainbow of colors. .. 24 ounces
......................................................9 1/2”x 2 1/2”x 8”

Pears and Mixed Fruit
This pear relief teapot comes with
any of the following background colors:
emerald, tsunami blue, off- white with
pink or burnt orange.
.......................... 2 quarts
.......................... 8 1/2”x 6 1/2”x 10”

Horse Teapot
This horse relief teapot
comes in either soft reds,
greys, and whites; or on a
soft background of blues,
greens, and whites.
.......................... 2 quarts
.......................... 8 1/2”x 6 1/2”x 10”

Four Legged Teapots
These teapots are available in either Rainbow Colors
or with figurative motifs .....................7” x 5”x 10”
......................................................1 1/2 quarts

Pitchers and Vases
Tumbler and Tall Vase
Available in Rainbow Colors or figurative motifs.
tumbler vase ........ 3 1/2” x 9 3/4” ........ 1 quart
tall vase ............... 4 1/2” x 15” ............ 2 quarts

Pitchers
large ................... 12” ......................3 qts
small ................... 6 1/2” ...................1 1/2 pts

Hourglass Vase
This vase is available in Rainbow Colors or
figurative motifs. .. 10 3/4” tall

Flat Vase
Most of our figurative patterns are available for this vase.
...................................................... 9” x 3 1/2”x 9”

